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aBstract:.Descartes.claims.that.God.is.a.substance,.and.that.mind.and.body.are.
two. different. and. separable. substances .This. paper. provides. some. background.
that.renders.these.claims.intelligible .For.Descartes,.that.something.is.real.means.































1. The Meditator’s Idea of Herself
Descartes.emphasizes.that.what.he.is.establishing.in.the.Second.Medita-
tion. is. the.claim.that.we.can.have.a.complete.and.coherent.notion.of.a.






tion.of. a. judgment,. and. the.decision.not. to. rely.on. it .This. is.basically.
what.Descartes.lists.as.paradigmatic.instances.of.thought.(cogitatio):.a.res 
cogitans.is.a.res dubitans, intelligens, affirmans, negans, volens, nolens, 





A. logical. subject. is. simply.something.of.which.something.else.may.be.
predicated,. and. in. this. sense. redness,. velocity,. and.predication.are. also.
logical. subjects. (for. one.may.predicate. things.of. redness,. velocity,. and.
predication) .Also,.Descartes.has.clearly.not.shown.that.the.logical.subject.
of. thought. is.an. incorporeal.substance .The.thinking.thing.may.well.be.
identical.to.a.material.thing 































































that. it. is.clear,. it. is.clear-cut.and.separate.from.others,.such.that. it.plainly.
contains.nothing.but.what.is.clear .(VIIIA.22)
A.perception.is.clear.to.the.extent.to.which.its.proper.content.is.mani-






The.Logic of Port Royal.also.distinguishes.between.confusedness.and.
distinctness.with.regard.to.the.two.kinds.of.content.of.ideas.(Arnauld.and.
Nicole,. 1992) 5.Arnauld. and. Nicole. distinguish. between. different. parts.

















too.many.distinctions.are.drawn.(2 15:.155,.following.Seneca,.Ep .89 2) 










































both.united. items. (VII.435;.Hoffman.1990) .According. to.principle. (*).
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above,.this.should.mean.that.notions.of.unity.are.even.less.distinct.than.





















notions.of.the.united.things,.i e .the.mind.and.the.body 














6.In.VIIIA.22,.Descartes.also.writes. that.pain. is.not.always.distinct;.hence. it.may.
be.distinct .In.VII.83.and.Principia.I.66-70.he.implies.that.all.actual.confusion.rests.on.
misinterpretation 







































ject. does.not.mean. that. it. depends.on. this. idea . In.order. to.understand.














knowledge. to.be.had . It.does.not. follow.from.this. that. there.actually. is.














































This. is.basically. the.Aristotelian.notion.of.a. substance:. that. in.which.a.
property,.mode,.or.attribute.inheres.(Categories.and.Metaphysics Δ8). Ac-





underlie. its.properties.and.qualities:. they.are.exemplified.by. this. thing .
Second,.a.thing.may.be.said.to.underlie.its.kind:.the.kind.is.instantiated.
by.this.thing .Third,.a.quality.may.be.said.to.underlie.its.kind,.or.a.deter-
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instance,. presupposes. the. idea.of. an. extended. thing,.but. the. idea.of. an.









that.every.quality.must. inhere. in.an.actually.existing.substance . It.may.
also.exist.objectively,.that.is,.only.as.the.object.of.an.idea .Only.the.formal.


























7.Disputationes Metaphysicae.XXXIII.1 1 .Suarez.refers.to.Augustine,.De Trinitate.
7,.4,.9:.ab eo quod est subsistere substantiam dicimus .Cf .Flasch,.1986:.84:.“‘Wirklich’.
ist.danach,.was.bleibt ”
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Descartes,.that.the.thinking.subject.depends.on.God .The.thinking.subject.
is.not.a.quality,.mode,.or.attribute.of.God,.and.thus.it.is.a.substance.in.the.









ideas.of.extended.substances.as. their.bearers,.and. these. in. turn.presup-
pose.the.ideas.of.thought.and.of.a.cause.on.which.they.depend.for.their.
existence .The.idea.of.doubt.implies.the.idea.of.a.finite.thinking.substance,.













































It. should.be.noted. that.principal. attributes.have.a. status. analogous.




















12. In. VII. 8. and. 232. Descartes. also. speaks. of. material. reality,. thereby. apparently.
confusing.his.own.terminology .For.a.possible.coherent.reading,.see.Kemmerling,.1996:.
39–42 




























We.can.now.tie. the.various.strings. together .For.Descartes,. substantial-
ity,.separability,.and.formal.reality.amount. to. the.same.thing .An.entity.




ers .Attributes.are.as. real.as.substances .The.reason. is.not. that. they.are.
separable.from.substances.(for.they.are.not),.but.that.substances.are.like-























































rial. thing,. as. Ryle. assumes. (1949:. 11–24);. for,. according. to. Descartes,.
material.things.are.less.substantial.than.the.mind .Rather,.the.reason.is.that.
if.the.mind.were.not.a.substance,.it.would.be.not.a.res,.but.an.accident;.
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